eruvians in the story of Atabalipa8, you might frame new diction, even out of English, that would have amazing feet, and seem the only one the actors could properly use. ; is much easier to conceive this than to give rules for it— it Milton certainly made a new English language ; and hakespeare, always greater than any man, has actually irmed a style for Caliban that could suit no other kind ' being. Dryden, vast as his genius was, tried the same ling more than once, but failed. He wanted to conceive aw the Mexicans9 must have felt the miracles of ships, id gunpowder, &c. imported by the Europeans—he wrote lost harmoniously for them; and it might be poetry, but •as not nature. He miscarried still more, when he wanted > forget all he had learned by eyesight, and to think for lind Emmeline10:—he makes her talk nonsense:—when le supposes her lover's face is of soft Hack gold, it conveys o idea at all. When blind professor Sanderson u said, he ipposed scarlet was like the sound of a trumpet; it proved e had been told that scarlet was the most vivid of colours, ut showed he had no otherwise an idea of it.
The religion of the Peruvians, their demons, which would allow to be real existencies, oracles and prophecies retelling their ruin and the arrival of strangers, would add reat decoration. I love decorations whenever they produce nexpected coitps de tMatre. In short, we want new channels sr tragedy? and still more for poetry. You have the seeds, iir; sow them where you will, they will grow. Had
your genius, I would hazard a future American story— uppose empires to be founded there—give them new ustoms, new manners.—But I grow visionary—and this
8	That is, Atahualpa, tlie last of	Arthur, or,  the British Worthy; it
lie  Incas  of Peru;   executed  by	was one of Mrs. Braoegirdle's parts,
'izarro, 1683.	u Nicholas    Saunderson   (1682-
9	The  reference  is  to  Dryden'a	1789), professor of mathematics at
ndian Emperor (i. e. Montezuma).	Cambridge, where Walpole attended
10	A character tn Dryden's King     his lecttires.

